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Introduction
Application
This design guide should be read in conjunction
with the objectives, policies, rules and
standards contained in the following District
Plan Chapters:
•

Sites and Areas of Significance to Māori

•

Historic Heritage

Wellington’s taonga tuku ihotanga (heritage)
consists of the tangible and intangible, heard
and unheard, seen and unseen heritage
from both Tiriti o Waitangi partners. The city
is a cultural landscape, formed by layers of
history inherent in and on the whenua. The
city’s taonga tuku ihotanga demonstates
demonstrates the connection between place,
people and time. This Guide works to protect
and enhance our multifaceted heritage, giving
life and contributing to a unique Pōneke placeidentity. It recognises that new development
can lead to learning opportunities for the wider
public, making currently unseen heritage and
histories more accissible.
Scheduled heritage places contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of our history
and culture. Heritage is a matter of national
importance under the RMA, including:
•

The relationship of Māori and their culture
and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga;
and

•

The protection of historic heritage from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development.

Our heritage places enrich Wellington’s built and
natural environment, remind us of our history,
and provide a connection between generations.
They are central to our everyday lives, creating
a sense of place, identity and wellbeing in a
rapidly changing world.

Sustainable management brings together
economic, environmental, cultural and social
objectives, to meet the needs of the present,
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.

Sites and areas of significance
to Māori
Sites and areas of significance are places that
are important culturally to Māori in the region.
These include wāhi tapu (sacred sites), mahinga
kai (food gathering areas), key identity markers
such as maunga (mountains) and awa (rivers).
Iwi and hapū hold the knowledge about why
these sites are important and hold kaitiakitanga
(guardianship). The District Plan includes a
schedule of sites of significance, outlining where
these sites are and their extents.
Further due diligence will be required by
talking directly with mana whenua for any new
development that is located near these sites
and within Statutory Acknowledgement Areas
identified in the Sites of Significance to Mana
Whenua chapter.

Historic heritage
The District Plan includes schedules of
archaeological sites, heritage areas, buildings
and structures that are important locally, within
the region, nationally and internationally.
Wellington is New Zealand’s capital city and,
it’s natural and built environments have an
important role in reflecting the country’s
nationhood. The city, its surrounding suburbs,
and rural areas have their own stories and
distinct sense of place that are important to the
wellbeing of its communities.
Wellington City Council’s Heritage Inventory is
an online tool that records the histories of each
place, and provides detailed information of why
an area, building or structure is scheduled in the
District Plan.
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Relevance
The Heritage Design Guide has been prepared
by the Wellington City Council to support the
interpretation of the Historic Heritage chapter
of the Wellington District Plan. It provides
guidance for archaeological sites, heritage areas,
buildings and structures. It demonstrates how
design solutions can give effect to the District
Plan heritage provisions including for sites of
significance to Māori.

Coordination with other design
guides
The Design Guides form an integrated
document that provides guidance on District
Plan activities, zones and overlays. The
Heritage Design Guide provides guidance so
that sites and areas of significance to Māori,
and scheduled historic heritage sites, areas,
buildings and structures can be sustained, to be
enjoyed today and by future generations. Users
may refer to multiple sections of the guide to
address the specific requirements of a site,
based on:
•

its location – for example in a residential,
rural, centres, or mixed-use zone

•

whether the development includes
residential use

Prioritisation
The Heritage Design Guide must be read in
conjunction with the Wellington District Plan,
including the Sites and Areas of Significance
to Māori and Historical Heritage chapters. The
relative importance of those guidelines
that apply to any development may vary from
project to project. In this case, while all relevant
guidelines should be considered, those that
are critical to achieving the design outcomes
and overarching principles of the Design
Guides should be prioritised. These should
be confirmed with Council in pre-application
discussions.
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The importance of the existing
context
Context analysis provides opportunities for
place-based interpretation that reveals the
meaning in the landscape as the city changes
and grows. This approach acknowledges that
the city is a cultural landscape that has layers
of meaning and histories for the people and
communities that are connected to this place.
The zone and activity-based guidance provides
advice on high quality design that responds to
its context, including mana whenua heritage
that is not necessarily evident on site. The zonebased and residential guides demonstrate ways
for development to respond with sensitivity
to nearby places that have natural and cultural
values.

Illustrations and images
Specific guidelines consist of a combination
of text and technical diagrams intended to
explain detail around how the outcomes can be
achieved. The images and their captions explain
and assist interpretation of the guideline to
which they relate, and the images are meant
to illustrate principles rather than describe
approved design solutions.
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Heritage area
A heritage area is a concentration and continuity
of sites, buildings and structures with similar
heritage values that has been identified in
Heritage Schedules. Heritage areas can include
individually scheduled ‘heritage buildings’ and
‘heritage structures’, ‘contributing buildings’
or ‘contributing structures’, and ‘non-heritage
buildings’ or ‘non-heritage structures’.

Heritage building or structure
An individually scheduled ‘heritage building’
or ‘heritage structure’ is a building or structure
(such as a wall, statue or gate) that is included
in Heritage Schedules. The exterior of most
buildings and structures are protected in their
entirety, though some have only specifically
scheduled features protected. A smaller number
also have their interiors protected.

Key
Individually scheduled heritage
buildings or structures
Heritage buildings or structures are included in
Heritage Schedules.
Contributing buildings or structures
Heritage areas include ‘contributing buildings’
or ‘contributing structures’ that add to the
heritage values of the place and are subject
to the heritage area provisions. Contributing
items are buildings and structures located
within a heritage area that are not identified as
individually scheduled or non-heritage.
Non-heritage buildings or structures
Buildings or structures that do not contribute
to the heritage values of a heritage area are
identified as ‘non-heritage buildings’ or ‘nonheritage structures’ in Heritage Schedules.

8
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Additional considerations
Alongside specific guidelines, best practice
notes and alternative approaches are
sometimes included. These are intended to
prompt consideration of design approaches
or solutions that may be helpful in a given
situation. Unlike the guidelines, these notes
are non-statutory; their consideration is
recommended to help achieve best practice
design approaches and encourage quality built
outcomes.
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Outcomes
Responding to the natural environment
Land
•

Environmental sustainability and resilience outcomes are enhanced by
any new development.

•

The natural environment is protected through new development that
fits with the topography, landscape, waterways and ecosystems of its
location and site.

•

The unique qualities of the whenua are recognised and enhanced to
promote a sense of place.

Water
•

The mauri (including the health and quality) of waiora (water) is
maintained or enhanced by any new development.

People
•

Wellbeing, resilience and the prosperity of future generations are the
key drivers of any new development.

Effective public-private interface
Urban Structure
•

The layout of new development (including street blocks, sites and
open space) enhances the surrounding neighbourhood.

Fronting the street
•

The development positively contributes to the safety, amenity and
visual qualities of the public realm through passive surveillance, active
frontage and other edge conditions that support pedestrian activity.

Heritage
•

New development respects and responds to nearby scheduled sites
and areas of significance to Māori, heritage areas, buildings, structures
and trees.
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Well-functioning sites
Movement and Access
•

The development allows for safe and convenient cycle and pedestrian
movement and access.

•

Vehicle access and car parking do not dominate a person’s experience
of the streetscape or surrounding buildings.

•

Improved walkability and permeability enhances the formal and
informal pedestrian network.

•

The development takes meaningful steps towards achieving carbon
reduction.

The site
•

The site layout reinforces its existing topography, landscape, microclimate, neighbouring activities, and access to and within the site,
including adjacent streets.

•

Existing environmental infrastructure such as culverted streams are
acknowledged or enhanced.

•

Mana whenua sites of significance are acknowledged and celebrated.

Open spaces
•

Open spaces are carefully designed and appropriately located to
provide amenity and are accessible, safe and easily maintained.

Placing the building
•

12

The buildings on the site are positioned to create building edges that
support pedestrian activity and enhance the visual interest, legibility,
safety and comfort of surrounding open spaces and adjoining sites.
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High quality buildings
Sustainability
•

The development process and built outcome takes meaningful steps
towards achieving carbon reduction, waste reduction and energy
efficiency.

Built form
•

Buildings are well designed, safe and provide good amenity for
inhabitants and utilise materials and details that will age well over time,
irrespective of style.

Inclusivity
•

Universal design is considered in all aspects of planning and
development. Buildings are designed in such a way that all people,
regardless of any disability, or stage in life, can access, use and enjoy
them.

External Appearance
•

The building’s external appearance is composed coherently and, as a
whole, is appropriate for its use and location.

The internal spaces
•

Internal environments provide healthy, comfortable, convenient,
functional and attractive places for their occupants.

•

Buildings in Centres and the Central area are designed to facilitate
multiple uses and changes in use over time.
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Guidelines
Responding to the natural
environment
Land
Enhancing Wellington’s cultural landscape
requires a focus on sustaining our environment
and making our existing heritage more resilient.
Recognising sites and areas of significance to Māori,
archaeological sites, heritage areas, buildings and
structures will require careful consideration of the
natural environment.
For tangata whenua, natural features such as
maunga (mountains), awa (rivers) and moana (seas)
are the source of identity and locate turangawaewae.
In addition, much Māori heritage including pā
sites, mahinga kai and wāhi tapu are now no longer
evident or acknowledged in our landscapes. New
development offers an opportunity to make these
tangata whenua histories more evident and teach
current and future generations about these histories.

Waitangi Park is a new urban park and wetland that conserves
and improves the water quality of the Waitangi Stream as
it enters Te Whanganui-a-Tara. Cultural narratives and site
histories are part of the design which includes a waharoa and
pou by local artists including Te Waka Pou by Ra Vincent marking
a waka landing site. Other interpretive elements include the
graving dock and the pōwhiri mound. (Source: WCC Website)
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G1.

Ensure new development celebrates and maintains the natural
heritage of importance to mana whenua including those
scheduled in the Sites and Areas of Significance to Māori.

This pou whenua is part of Te Ara I Ngā Tupuna (Trail of our
Ancestors) and is a marker for Waitangi Lagoon which is a Site
or Area of Significance to Māori. It is within the Courtenay Place
Heritage Area, an overlay that recognises further heritage
values. (Reference)
G2.

Consider natural landscapes that contribute to the values
of archaeological sites and heritage areas, buildings and
structures.

The Evans’ Bay Patent Slip Heritage Area includes the slipway
and equipment associated with early shipbuilding and repair.
These have been conserved and the area is used as a public open
space. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2018)

16
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Water
Wai or water is an important part of Aotearoa’s sense of
place identity. In Wellington, Te Whanganui-a-Tara, the
Great Harbour of the ancestor Tara is important for tangata
whenua, pākehā and tauiwi alike. Sites, areas, buildings and
structures that relate to wai all serve to reinforce this sense of
place.

Kumutoto Stream 2014 - Artist Kedron Parker’s sound
installation of bubbling water and native birdlife enables
pedestrians to imagine the experience of walking along the
now underground and piped Kumutoto Stream as it flows to
Wellington Harbour. (Photo: Wellington City Council Website)
G3.

Ensure new development celebrates and maintains the
significance of wai for Sites and Areas of Significance to Māori.

Walk the Line 2015 - Artist Joe Sheehan‘s installation Walk
the Line marks the pathway of the Wai Piro Stream near the
Cenotaph Memorial with 231 pounamu/jade discs embedded
into the ground, accompanied by a soundscape of the stream
headwaters, recorded around e Ahumairangi Mt Tinakori.
(Wellington Sculpture Trust Website, TBC)
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G4.

Consider the connection between heritage buildings, heritage
structures and heritage areas with water, where water has been
identified as contributing to the values of the place.

G5.

Ensure that works to maintain or repair heritage places do not
contribute to the contamination of waterways.

The Point Halswell Lighthouse is located at the north end of Te
Motu Kairangi / the Miramar Peninsula and was built to ensure
safe passage for ships navigating Wellington Harbour. It is an
example of a heritage structure that has a significant connection
with the sea. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2018)
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Albatross, 1986. Artist Tanya Ashken’s abstract sculpture at
Whairepo Lagoon evokes birds, cliffs, rocks and the ocean
journeys of migration undertaken by all who came to this land.
Poet Hone Tuwhare wrote and dedicated his poem “Toroa - The
Albatross” in honour of the work. (Reference)

The Karori Reservoir Tower houses the valves that were originally
used to control water levels in the Karori Dam. It is now part of
the Zealandia Wildlife Sanctuary, and part of the story of water
supply infrastructure in Wellington. (Photo: Wellington City
Council, 2015)
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Effective public-private
interface
Wellington’s historic heritage contributes to a strong sense
of place and identity. Historic heritage provides continuity
between the past and the present that will continue into
the future. The setting, surroundings and context of
heritage places can also contribute to an appreciation and
understanding of character, history and development.

Urban structure
The setting of Sites and Areas of Significance to Māori,
scheduled archaeological sites, areas, buildings, and
structures are often an essential part of their significance
and character. Inappropriate development may isolate a
scheduled heritage place from its surrounds and thereby
adversely affect the heritage values for which the item was
listed. Any new development, which by its form, design or
location might adversely impact on the setting of a listed
heritage item will require careful consideration in terms of
any area-based rules that might apply.

This installation on the Oruaiti Reserve is aligned with peaks
in the Orongorongo mountains. Stars at the base of the
pouwhenua refer to the Matariki star cluster and the installation
recognises Rangitatau Pā and Te Whetu Kairangi point nearby.
(Photo: Wellington City Council Website)
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G6.

When designing new developments, carefully consider
viewshafts to maunga, awa and other parts of the whenua that
are important to mana whenua.

Tangi te keo / Mt Victoria - The restless taniwha Ngake and
Whātaitai lived in Wellington harbour when it was an enclosed
lake. Ngake smashed through the encircling land to escape to
Raukawa moana (Cook Strait). Whātaitai followed, but became
beached in the receding tide, his body forming the isthmus
between Motu Kairanga and the western harbour. Whātaitai’s
spirit, Tangi-Te-Keo, flew to the top of Mātairangi Mount Victoria
in mourning. (Photo: Wellington City Council Website)
G7.

New development on the sites of heritage buildings, heritage
structures and within heritage areas should consider the setting
of the site, area, building or structure. Defining and valued
patterns can be determined by analysing the setting for the
development, and by referring to the Wellington Heritage
Inventory report for the heritage area.

The former Daisy Hill Farm House is associated with the Bould
family who established a sheep farm in Johnsonville in the
1850s. The newer neighbouring houses are of a similar size, set
on similar sized sites, and with a similar set-back from the road.
This helps the former farmhouse to fit into its newer suburban
surroundings. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2015)
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G8.

G9.

22

Carefully consider the compositional relationship between
new developments and heritage buildings, and between new
developments and the defining or valued pattern of heritage
areas. Carefully consider:
•

The siting and alignment of new buildings.

•

The alignment of front façades on new buildings.

•

The alignment of key horizontal elevational elements of
new buildings or additions to existing buildings - including
roofs, cornices, parapets, verandahs and floor lines.

Consideration should also be given to consistent:
•

Proportions of forms and openings;

•

Visual rhythm of frontage widths or openings;

•

Levels of complexity of form and material, including the
amount of shadow-casting three-dimensional detail;

•

Colour; and

•

Materials and constructional quality.
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G10.

Contrast is discouraged where it:
•

creates a focus for attention on the new development; and

•

reduces the appreciation of architectural or landmark
values; or

•

degrades townscape values of a collective group of
buildings, or the townscape values of the heritage site,
area, building or structure.

This well-considered redevelopment of an empty corner site has
enhanced the Cuba Street Heritage Area.
The heights of the parapet and verandah are consistent with
the neighbouring heritage building. The ground floor shopfronts
include traditional elements including recessed doors and
shopfront display windows with tiled upstands.
Consideration could also be given to the alignment of floor levels
and window heads and sills. (Photo: Wellington City Council,
2020)
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G11.

Consider the dimensional relationship between new
developments and heritage buildings, and between new
developments and the defining or valued pattern of heritage
areas, including:
•

Overall building heights.

•

Proportions and heights of secondary forms on a larger
building with the primary forms on the smaller.

•

Widths of frontage modules.

•

Overall building widths.

New housing developments behind the Island Bay Shopping
Centre Heritage Area have generally been designed to so that
they do not dominate the streetscape. This has been achieved
by maintaining the existing buildings in the heritage area,
and constructing buildings on rear sections that are of an
appropriate height and bulk. (Photo: Wellington City Council,
2017)
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G12.

When new development is significantly higher than heritage
buildings and areas, moderate the height of the new building at
the street edge to achieve a scale transition.

G13.

Consider the values of roofscapes, rooflines and skylines when
viewed from public places.
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The following diagrams demonstrate ways to manage scale
transitions within heritage areas, for new buildings on the site of
a heritage building, and for additions to existing buildings on a
site on which a heritage building or structure is located.
Setbacks and form modulation should also be considered when
the heritage building is adjacent or, close to, but not immediately
adjoining the common boundary.

Where a new development adjoins a heritage building or
contributing building that is four storeys or less, its height should
not be more than one storey above the heritage building, over an
area extending approximately 5-8 metres along and back from
the street frontage at the common boundary with the heritage
building.

Where the heritage building is six storeys high, new
development should be restricted to no more than two storeys
higher at the boundary in order to avoid visual dominance
and achieve a scale transition. Where a heritage building is
proportionally higher or lower than these references, the extent
of increased height relative to the heritage building increases or
decreases respectively.
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Fronting the street

G14.

New buildings in heritage areas should not reproduce or
replicate the appearance of existing façades.

G15.

Retaining and restoring significant heritage shopfronts on
heritage buildings and in heritage areas is encouraged.

This new building is sympathetic to the setting within the John
Street Intersection (Newtown) Shopping Centre Heritage Area
without reproducing the design of the existing façades of the
adjacent contributing buildings. (Reference)
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G16.

Restore or reconstruct shopfronts where there is evidence of
original form, detailing and materials. Further non-statutory
guidance is available in “Heritage shop fronts: A guide to
maintaining and enhancing Wellington’s historic shops”.

G17.

Verandahs should only be added to heritage buildings where
there is sufficient evidence to reconstruct an original, early or
significant verandah or display window. The construction of
new verandahs and display windows in locations where there is
no historic precedent is discouraged.
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This shopfront in the Newtown Heritage Area has been
restored by careful work to uncover and make good the original
shopfront. Paint was removed from the original tiles, a bulkhead
was removed from the interior, and a replica window was
constructed to the same dimensions and profiles. The shopfront
restoration and structural strengthening have enhanced the
heritage values of the Newtown Shopping Centre Heritage Area.
(Reference)
G18.

Consider retaining existing historic signs on heritage buildings
and in heritage areas .

The redevelopment of 94-102 Cuba Street included the careful
restoration and conservation of the original tiled C.S. Smith Ltd
signs. (Photos: Wellington City Council, 2020)
G19.

Seek to place signage in traditional locations such as:
•

On or below the parapet.

•

Within the extent of the verandah fascia and not to extend
above or below the line of the fascia.

•

Under verandahs where there is minimum clearance to the
footpath and from the kerb. Under-verandah signs should align
with the entrance door of the relevant business or tenancy.

•

On the blank side or “party” walls of a building.
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This diagram shows traditional locations for signs.
Signs that indicate the building name, the owner or occupier
of the site, and the products and services available on the site
are generally more appropriate for heritage buildings, heritage
structures and in heritage areas than third party signage.
G20.

Locate new signs on heritage buildings and in heritage areas
below parapet level and below the highest parts of the
building.

G21.

Use traditional signage techniques and follow historic
precedents for signs on heritage buildings, heritage structures
and in heritage areas.
•

Illuminated and digital signs should be carefully considered.
If signs are to be lit, it is recommended that they are
illuminated by external lighting.

Signs should not project above the parapet of
heritage buildings or change the skyline in heritage
areas. (Reference)
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G22.

G23.

Consider the implementation of a signage policy for
the building that is written by the building owner with
requirements for their tenants. A signage policy may include:
•

A wayfinding strategy to highlight the connections
between spaces across the site.

•

Requirements to group names onto a single sign, rather
than installing separate signs for each individual tenant.

•

Limitations on the number of signs per tenant.

•

Restrictions on the location, materials, graphics, colours
and dimensions of tenant signs.

•

Requirements for all lightboxes suspended under the
verandah to be of a standard design and standard levels of
illumination.

•

Agreed locations, design and dimensions for tenant signs.

Plaques outlining place-based histories should celebrate and/or
acknowledge the histories of both Te Tiriti o Waitangi partners.

Three Rocks, Pukeahu - Three rocks are placed at Pukeahu
with carved symbolic figures representing ancient markings,
navigational pathways and strength with three whakataukī
embedded into the walls of Nga Tapuwae o te kahui Maunga
Gardens at Pukeahu.
The three whakataukī read: Maungarongo ki runga I te whenua
/ te hokowhitu a tu / ake ake kia kaha e! (Photos: Wellington City
Council, 2021)
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Hinerangi sculpture facing away from Pukeahu Memorial Park
towards the Unknown Warrior.
Hinerangi symbolises keeping the home fires burning and is
always here, looking after Pukeahu to ensure the mana whenua
connection to place is always renewed. (adapted from Morrie
Love) (Photos: Wellington City Council, 2021)
G24.

Consider the use of creative hoardings to reduce the visual
impact of construction sites.

And only sea 2019. Collaborating with designer Andre Te
Hira, artists Mata Aho Collective acknowledge and celebrate
the civic, academic and literary work of J. C Sturm through
a contemporary rendition of her poem And only sea, 1996,
referencing the history of the central library site and the ongoing
changes since land reclamation. (Photo: Wellington City Council
Website)

30
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Well-functioning sites
The site
G25.

New development should seek to enhance the quality of the
settings of heritage buildings and heritage structures, including
those in heritage areas.

Antrim House is a fine example of a substantial Edwardian
Italianate House in Wellington’s inner city. It is now surrounded
by high-rise buildings but has retained its garden setting and
significant out-buildings. The setting for Antrim House is an
integral part of its heritage values. (Photos: Wellington City
Council, 2015)
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Open spaces
G26.

Acknowledge and maintain open spaces that are important to
mana whenua, particularly those co-located with or alongside
sites of significance.

G27.

Consider the contribution of open spaces to the values of
heritage areas.

Te Aro Park 1984 - Originally the site of Te Aro Pa settled by Te
Atiawa, artist Shona Rapira Davies was commissioned to design
the park as a public artwork and park, with handmade ceramic
tiles that imprinted with plants and that depict atua, tūpuna,
and important places and concepts for Māori, encompassed
within an indigenous symbolic and water-centric tauihu waka
design. (Photo: Wellington City Council Website)

The Parliamentary Precinct Heritage Area is one of the most
important historic precincts in Aotearoa New Zealand. The high
proportion of open space to built area and the relatively low
scale of the buildings imparts a special character to the precinct,
reinforced by the mature trees and plantings. The open spaces
are often used for formal and ceremonial purposes. (Photo:
Wellington City Council, 2016)
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Pou Whenua 2004 - The Wellington Tenths Trust gifted twin Pou
Whenua or tribal boundary markers which were designed by
Te Atiawa artist Ra Vincent. These mark the Wai-titi Landing, a
waka landing beach used by Te Atiawa and other Taranaki Tribes
and Taranaki Whānui in pre-European times. The Pou Whenua
depict figures that symbolise the people of the land, and kowhai
that represents the wairua, the spirit of the land. (Reference)
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Placing the building
G28.

The retention of heritage buildings, heritage structures, and
contributing buildings in heritage areas and/or in their existing
or original locations is encouraged.

G29.

Where relocation of buildings or structures is appropriate
to ensure their retention, or has previously occurred, the
item should also be maintained, repaired and returned into a
sustainable ongoing use.

30 Arthur Street was relocated to allow for the construction of
Karo Drive. It has been restored, strengthened and returned to
a sustainable long-term use. (Photo: Wellington City Council,
2015)

34

The Former Home of Compassion Creche was relocated to
allow for the construction of the Arras Tunnel. It is now in use
as the Queen Elizabeth II Pukeahu Education Centre. (Photo:
Wellington City Council, 2019)
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High quality buildings
Sustainability
Existing buildings contain embodied energy.
Retaining existing buildings in a sustainable longterm use, whether through the retention of their
original use or by adaptation for a new use, can be a
sustainable option.
For a building to stay in use in the long term, some
change is often necessary. This reflects changes over
time in how we use our buildings and what we expect
of them. Change needs to be considered carefully,
including effects on heritage fabric and values.

Toenga o Te Aro Te Aro Pā archaeological site - Discovered in
2005 through demolition for site redevelopment, these three
ponga structures and associated archaeological features are
the only known remains of Te Aro Pa, one of the largest pa in
the Wellington region, covering around 5 acres at the time of
European colonisation. This outstanding, rare archaeological site
has been preserved in situ, with images and interpretation for
the public. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2015)
G30.

Consider effects on heritage fabric by:
•

undertaking conservation works with consultation,
engagement and in partnership with mana whenua.

•

understanding the heritage value of the place through
research, investigation, recording and documentation.

•

planning and carrying out maintenance and repair in
accordance with conservation principles.

•

retaining fabric which contributes to the significance,
character or appearance of heritage sites, areas, buildings
and structures.

The preparation and implementation of a Conservation Plan
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as the guiding document for the conservation, care and
management of scheduled historic heritage is encouraged. For
more information on conservation plans, refer to James Semple
Kerr’s The Conservation Plan, 7th Edition.

168 Cuba Street is an example of a building that has been
strengthened, adapted and maintained in a sustainable longterm use with sensitive design that respects its heritage values,
and retains its heritage fabric. (Reference)
G31.

Facilitate the adaptive reuse of buildings by providing for
modifications that maintain heritage values.

G32.

Consider the retention of existing lightwells and atria at
heritage buildings and in heritage areas.
Retaining lightwells keeps heritage fabric and allows for access
to natural ventilation and daylight.

The restoration work undertaken at 54 Cuba Street has
protected the heritage values of the Cuba Street Heritage Area,
while adapting two buildings for sustainable long-term use.
(Photos: Wellington City Council, 2019)

36
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G33.

Install solar panels and other items that are fixed to the roof so
that they align with the profile of the roof

Ancillary fixtures that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions or
water consumption such as solar panels, solar hot water systems
or water storage tanks are encouraged where heritage values
will be protected and maintained.
G34.

Design, site and install ancillary fixtures and utilities in
ways that achieves the following for heritage buildings and
contributing buildings in heritage areas:
•

Maintain weathertightness, including by:
– Minimising penetrations through or damage to
elements that contribute to the watertightness of a
building or structure.
– Ensuring that all penetrations are well sealed.
– Restricting the use of horizontal conduit to locations
that are sheltered from the weather.

•

Minimise physical impacts by:
– Selecting locations where there are low heritage
values, or no heritage fabric.
– Minimising the size and number of new penetrations
through heritage fabric.
– Installing new penetrations through mortar joints,
rather than through brick or stone.
– Ensuring that the work is reversible and that all
elements can be removed without further damage to
heritage fabric.
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•

Minimise visual impacts by:
– Locating ancillary fixtures and utilities where they
cannot be seen when viewed from public spaces,
and do not impact the main entrance or street façade
unless there is no feasible alternative.
– Removing obsolete fixtures and utilities where these
do not contribute to the heritage values of the place.
– Installing new fixtures and utilities including conduit,
wiring or pipework in underground locations or within
the building or structure unless there is no feasible
alternative.
– Locating all other fixtures and utilities including
conduit, wiring or pipework so that it does not obscure
architectural features including windows, doors and
ornamentation unless there is no feasible alternative.
– Minimising the visibility of fixtures and utilities
including conduit, wiring or pipework by the use of
colour, and locating these items in shaded areas or in
areas of low relief.
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Built form
G35.

Where development is taking place near a site of significance
for mana whenua where heritage is unseen, new development
should reference this heritage through its built form.

Te Raukura Te Wharewaka o Pōneke Te Raukura was opened
on Waitangi Day 6 February 2011. It is of special significance
to descendants from Te Ātiawa/Taranaki Iwi katoa and reestablishes a physical Māori presence on the waterfront. (Photo:
Wellington City Council)
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G36.

Façadism is discouraged for heritage buildings and within
heritage areas where the development leads to the loss of
heritage values and the removal of heritage fabric. In adaptive
reuse of heritage buildings and structures, an understanding
and reflection of internal depth form and layout of the building
is important.
There are some aesthetic and historical reasons for preserving
building façades. For example, as a response to the loss of
substantial parts of a building following a fire or natural disaster.
For more information on partial demolition and façade retention
refer to HNZPT Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage
Guidance: Information Sheet 14 – Partial Demolition of Historic
Buildings.

Façadism (or façade retention) is the preservation of the exterior
face/faces of a building without the three-dimensional built
form providing for its structural support and understanding of its
function.
This example shows the Hamilton Chambers Building on
Lambton Quay which was removed from the New Zealand
Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero in c.2020.
HNZPT consider that Hamilton Chambers has suffered an
irreversible loss of integrity and significance with the demolition
of all but its façade and the subsequent unsympathetic
incorporation of that façade into the new structure on site.
(Photo: Wellington City Council, 2017)
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Resilience
This information is over and above what earthquake
strengthening solutions are permitted in the District Plan and
includes best practice design approaches.

Artists Ralph Hotere and Mary Macfarlane’s sculpture Ruaumoko
- named for the Māori god of earthquakes and volcanoes –
violently strews remnants salvaged from the demolition of the
old State Insurance Building across the streetscape, melding
Māori narratives with Wellington’s ever-present geological
forces. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2014)
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Install seismic strengthening in ways that protect and maintain
the values of heritage buildings and contributing buildings
within heritage areas.

Bats Theatre at 1 Kent Terrace was strengthened in 2012 with
new internal reinforced concrete columns and shear walls. There
are new internal columns at the front elevation that continue
from ground to roof level and support the parapet and façade.
These have been designed so that they do not alter the street
façade of the building.
The structural strengthening and refurbishment have conserved
the heritage values of the building. They have also ensured that
the building remains in use as a venue for theatre
and the performing arts. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2014)
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The former Cadbury’s Building at 60 Ghuznee Street, Wellington
was strengthened in 2017. There are new internal reinforced
concrete columns, steel cross bracing, and
concealed stainless steel in the decorative columns at ground
and third floor. The parapet has been restrained by a steel frame
that is fixed back to the existing structure.
The strengthening works respect the street-facing façade of
this distinctive Edwardian warehouse. The structural engineers
have taken care to avoid any alterations that would change the
appearance of the building’s exterior. (Reference)
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Consider using concealed fixings that will not be visible on the
exterior of the building.

The façade at 15 Tory Street has been secured with concealed
fixings. The holes have been filled, and coloured to match the
existing brickwork. (Photos: Wellington City Council, 2018)
If exterior fixings such as pattress plates are required, consider:
•

Keeping any existing or original pattress plates and using
similar or traditional style plates.

•

Using as few plates or bolted connections as possible to
achieve the required structural outcome.

•

Creating a regular pattern and alignment with the new
bolted connections.

•

Using circular washers as these are easier to align than
square washers.

•

The colour of the new connections. Traditional plates on
plain brickwork are generally painted black. Modern bolted
connections and washers on rendered or painted surfaces
can be painted to match.

•

Minimising penetrations through elements that contribute
to the watertightness of a building.

If exterior structural elements such as walings are required,
consider:
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•

Minimising the loss of heritage fabric.

•

Locating structural elements so that they do not obscure
architectural features including windows, doors and
ornamentation.

•

Ways to minimise the visibility of the new structure
including location and colour.
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The Karori Cemetery Chapel was strengthened in 2016 in a
sensitive scheme that preserves both the original use and
structure.
This photograph shows the gable end secured with new
traditional pattress plates. (Photo: Wellington City Council, 2014)

The Thistle Hall on Cuba Street is a good example of sympathetic
works to strengthen a heritage building.
The northern elevation to Karo Drive shows the original pattress
plates, as well as new and existing steel channels (wailers/
waling) that are just visible below first floor level, at the firstfloor ceiling level and at parapet level. These have been painted
to match the render and have been designed to complement
the original string course and pilasters. The parapets have been
secured with a steel frame, and the roof and ceiling structure
substantially reinforced.
A wailer or waling is a horizontal member fixed to a wall to
provide transverse (to wall) load support for the wall. (Photos:
Wellington City Council, 2015)
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G37.

Where structural strengthening to secure parapets is required,
consider systems that:
•

will not be visible from public spaces.

•

do not obstruct gutters and rainwater systems.

•

minimise penetrations through elements that contribute to
the watertightness of a building.

New structural elements to secure the existing parapet and
chimney at the former Cadbury Building has been installed so
that it is not visible from Ghuznee Street. (Photo: Wellington City
Council, 2018)

Systems to secure and retain existing chimneys are encouraged.

The chimney at the Nairn Street Cottage has been secured back
to the existing roof structure. This is a good heritage outcome
that retains the existing chimney without loss of heritage values
or fabric. The image shows the installation of the new structural
chimney liner, and the image to the right shows the completed
works. Hawkins Construction NI Limited & Carlos Gonzales, WCC
Architectural Services.(Reference)
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Consider the use of temporary solutions where:
•

A building is damaged.

•

The temporary works would reduce a risk to public safety.

•

The temporary works would allow reasonable time for the
design or construction of comprehensive or permanent
strengthening.

•

The works are reversible and any damage to heritage fabric
is minimised and can be repaired.

•

The works do not affect the security, structural integrity or
weathertightness of the building.

•

The works are designed by a suitably qualified structural
engineer.

•

The works are constructed from durable materials and
subject to regular maintenance and testing regimes; and

•

The works are subject to regular review and inspection by
the design engineer.

Note: Temporary works, generally, will not be sufficient to
strengthen a building so that it is no longer considered to be
earthquake-prone.

Temporary works at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart on Hill
Street. (Photo: Team Architects 2018)
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G38.

G39.

Where structural strengthening is required that may be visible
from the exterior of the building, consider the use of structural
systems that:
•

do not obscure shop display windows

•

do not restrict access to daylight or ventilation

•

are not located immediately behind window and door
openings, particularly for elements such as shear walls.

•

allow access for cleaning, maintenance and repair of
heritage fabric.

The installation of exoskeletons, external columns, and external
bracing elements is discouraged, particularly where these
would:
•

be highly visible from public places.

•

obscure or remove the main determinants of architectural
style.

•

be visually dominant in relation to the scale, form,
proportions or materials of the existing building or
structure.

•

restrict access for cleaning, maintenance and repair of
heritage fabric.

•

compromise the watertightness of a building.

The new concrete moment-resisting frames installed at 216 Cuba
Street ensure that the shop display window is not obscured.
(Photos: Wellington City Council)
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Accessibility
Wellington’s heritage should be able to be enjoyed by anybody
irrespective of physical ability. Heritage sites, buildings and
structures should enable the objectives of Universal Design.

Before - The refurbishment of the Basin Reserve Museum
Stand included the removal of modern doors that were in poor
condition (Reference)

After - The non-heritage doors were replaced with new
timber joinery to match the original drawings from 1924.
The door leaves have been adjusted to meet requirements
for accessibility. A second ramp has been added to make the
entrance symmetrical, and the handrails updated.(Photos:
Wellington City Council, 2020)
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External appearance
G40.

Restoration and reconstruction of missing elements on heritage
buildings and in heritage areas is encouraged, where there is
evidence of original form, detailing or materials.

G41.

The installation of replica chimneys where original or significant
chimneys have been removed is encouraged.

The former Supreme Court Building has been conserved and the
pediment on the north elevation was reconstructed in 2009.
(Photo: Wellington City Council, 2015)

Parts of the chimneys at 200 Willis Street were removed in
the early 20th century. The remaining unreinforced masonry
above roof level was removed in c.2018, and the chimneys were
reinstated in as lightweight replicas. The image to the left shows
the building in previous years, the image to the right shows the
completed works. (Photos: Wellington City Council (left 2015)
(right 2021))
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Interiors
G42.

Consider opportunities to engage with mana whenua when
designing interior spaces of significant developments on or
near sites of significance to Māori.

He Tohu - The design and architecture of the exhibition He Tohu
at Alexander Turnbull Library shows a te ao Māori relationship
with kawanatanga and Aotearoa New Zealand’s three most
important constitutional documents: 1835 He Whakaputanga
o te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni (Declaration of Independence
of the United Tribes of New Zealand), 1840 Te Tiriti o Waitangi
(Treaty of Waitangi) and 1893 Women’s Suffrage Petition (Te
Petihana Whakamana Pōti Wahine).(Photo credit: Mark Beatty,
National Library of New Zealand.)
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